
Cut the Crap 
 
Some commonsense suggestions to catch Australia and improve 
productivity
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Introduction 
 

This submission was sparked by watching a 
debate on television involving New Zealand’s 
two major political parties and the Green party. 
 
The topic of the debate – Global warming, the 
Kyoto Protocol and New Zealand’s response to 
climate change. 
 
The topic was interesting, the behavior 
saddening.  It was a typical “pick me” debate 
with such inane arguments such as whether you 
should use net figures or gross figures to 
highlight a point. 
 
It triggered in me a response – what a load of 
bollocks. 
 
I wanted to hear the facts, not each politician’s 
version of the truth. 
 
I decided democracy was great but had been 
abused by politicians for years.  I thought I 
would send them all a simple request. 
 
Cut the Crap and get on with leading our 
country.



Catch Australia by 2025 
 

It seems obvious to me that if you don’t know 
where you are going you will never get there. 
 
That is why I like the stated Government goal of 
catching Australia by 2025. It provides a shared 
vision for our country – a nationwide consensus 
on our social and economic goals. 
 
Unfortunately since setting the goal what we 
have received from our politicians is them 
allowing self interest and ideology to get in the 
way of positive outcomes – something I find 
abhorrent and almost criminal. 
 
We need and deserve politicians to stand up 
and believe that leadership, courage and 
integrity mean more than party politics. 
 
Build for us a vision, review where we are at 
now, implement any necessary policy change, 
review the effect of the changes and repeat. 
 
It is bloody simple – If what we are doing isn’t 
working, then we need to find another way to get 
us to where we want to be.  Implement policies 



that are about and for people, not economic and 
social theories. 
 
The following are simply ideas and concepts that 
I think are worthy of review and discussion.  
Commonsense, intuitive suggestions that 
require analysis to determine whether or not 
they improve productivity, help us catch 
Australia by 2025 and lead to better social and 
economic outcomes.  
 



Health 
 
In New Zealand today if you can afford health 
insurance you are ok.  If you can’t then there are 
the waiting lists and no guarantees quality 
healthcare will be available when you need it. 
 
The Goal – Healthcare services that are there 
when we need them no matter how much we 
earn.  There are two links to the 2025 Taskforce: 
 

1. When we are sick we are not able to be 
productive so the less time we are ill and 
receiving treatment the better. 
 

2.  Healthcare expenditure is a huge 
percentage of budgeted spend by the 
Government. We should review how the 
spending takes place etc to ensure we are 
getting the best results possible – i.e. it is 
productive! 
 

From a patient perspective my belief is that a 
person in need of a hip replacement firstly wants 
the operation performed quickly (no waiting 
months or years) and secondly they are likely to 
be concerned that their operation is carried out 



by a skilled surgeon to the highest possible 
standard. 
 
So Cut the Crap and deliver healthcare policy 
that: 
 
• Enables people to visit doctors & hospitals 

when and how we need to – we know we are 
sick and in pain far better than any “point 
counting” bureaucrat. 

• Stops increasing the number of bureaucrats 
and starts increasing the number of doctors 
and nurses. 

• Removes price based rationing of healthcare 
so we don’t have waiting lists.  This could 
mean tax credits if you purchase 
comprehensive health insurance. 

• Enables people that are sick to receive the 
treatment they need – we don’t care if this is 
publicly or privately provided; we just want to 
get well. 

 
The main message – stop changing the 
rationing system; re-assigning people to their 
GP and then telling them they are not on a 
waiting list. 
 



Politicians change the rationing system and then 
have the gall to claim health outcomes are 
improving because fewer people are on the 
waiting list. 
 
Cut the Crap 



Education 
 
Education has a strong link to the goal of 
catching Australia by 2025.  A better educated 
workforce is likely to be more productive and 
generate and commercialise research and 
development, lifting the performance across all 
aspects of the economy. 
 
The debate about education (be it early 
childhood, primary or secondary) is focused in 
the wrong direction. 
 
We have the “pick me”, I care more than them 
behavior of politicians. 
 
We have the “we know what is best” behavior of 
educational bureaucrats. 
 
Justifiably we have the “pay us more money” 
campaign from teachers.  Let me say we should 
be paying teachers much more than we do. 
 
Education – the fundamentals: 
 
• The education debate must be first, last and 

always about the children. 



• Every child has the right to a quality education 
regardless of how much money their parents 
earn or where they live. 

• We need a system that teaches children right 
from wrong and that enables them to succeed 
in whatever they do. 

 
So, Cut the Crap: 
 
Deliver educational systems that work and fix or 
end those that have failed – stop arguing over 
whose ideas they were – we don’t care. 
 
For example: 
 
NCEA 
 
As far as I can tell the NCEA system was a bad 
national party idea that the labour government 
implemented badly.  The idea had flaws, the 
implementation had flaws. 
 
Fix it or get rid of it – but cut the crap and stop 
experimenting with children’s lives. 
 
The national standards introduced is a good 
start.  Parents and children need to know where 
they stand so they can celebrate success and/or 



implement remedial programs to lift 
performance.  Without standards it is impossible 
to know what the best course of action is to 
maximize a child’s potential. 
 
Early Childhood Funding 
 
The meaning of the word free has been greatly 
distorted recently. 
 
If you are going to offer 20 hours of free early 
childhood education then fund it properly. 
 
And; stop being so ideologically blind and stupid. 
Treat private providers and public providers the 
same.  We want quality care and education for 
our children – if this is state delivered, great – if 
it is privately delivered equally great. 
 
Funding in General 
 
• Allow parents to send their children to the 

school that best suits their needs – public or 
private, not bound by geography. 

• The money the government spends on each 
child should be paid to the school selected by 
the parents. 



• The Government must set and monitor 
educational standards. 

 
A report was released recently.  It was 
developed by an interparty working group made 
up of MPs from National, ACT and the Maori 
Party. 
 
It was subtitled “A report on policy options 
relating to the funding and learning provision of 
schools that will increase parental choice and 
focus on successful student achievement in New 
Zealand”. 
 
The statistics of failure contained within this 
report should be a real concern to every New 
Zealander.  
 
The report also contained some great ideas for 
lifting the educational performance of gifted 
students and those at the bottom of the 
performance pile.  
 
I am just a simple bloke from Taupo so maybe I 
am missing something here – bet here goes.  If 
the ideas will generate better 
performance/academic results for the top tiers 



and bottom tiers of students would they not also 
achieve better results for all students? 
 
Cut the Crap politicians – if the ideas work 
implement them across the board. 
 
Summary 
 
Mediocrity is not an option.  We want the best 
for our children.  We want a quality education 
curriculum delivered by great, well qualified and 
rewarded teachers. 
 
We expect the Government to ensure high 
education standards are set and achieved.  
Stubborn ideological positions of state versus 
private delivery must not get in the way of quality 
delivery. 
 
We expect to be able to choose the school we 
send our children to.  Publish the performance of 
each school so that we can make informed 
choices. 
 
Structure funding fairly so low socio-economic 
schools can deliver great education.  Make sure 
the incentives for the funding are aligned with 
the educational outcomes we want delivered.



The Environment 
 
Environmental policy is a truly remarkable 
aspect of politics.  It seems to be the one public 
policy area where all politicians agree. 
 
They all seem to say two things: 
 
1. The resource management act is flawed 
2. We need to be concerned about global 

warming/climate change. 
 
That being the case – Cut the Crap and: 
 
1. Change or replace the Resource Management 

Act.  Get the balance right between protecting 
the environment and enabling development. 

 
While you are doing this ensure central and 
local government apply the law consistently 
and the same. 

 
2. Review the science surrounding climate 

change.  Establish how much global warming 
is a natural cycle and how much is caused by 
humanity.  Then adopt sensible policies that 
meet environmental needs without imposing 
overly onerous costs. 



3. Be aware of the needs and drivers within 
developing nations – the law of unintended 
consequences. 

 
We are now seeing rain forests (endangered 
species natural habitats) destroyed and 
replaced with palm oil crops to supply 
developed nations with bio-fuel. 
 
I suspect this was not the desired outcome. 
 



MMP 
 
There are three main reasons New 
Zealander’s voted for MMP. 
 

1. The majority of politicians opposed it – and we 
did not trust them. 

 
2. We hoped the MMP system would improve the 

behavior of politicians (it hasn’t). 
 
3. We were promised a review on MMP after it 

had been given a chance to work. 
 
It is safe to say MMP has not delivered the 
improved behavior hoped for. 
 
The promised review was hijacked by politicians 
and turned into a select committee review.  Not 
surprisingly the many list MPs on the select 
committee thought MMP to be a brilliant system 
and voted to keep it. 
 
Since its inception we have been subjected to 
the tail wagging the dog.  We have not seen 
better legislation, government or leadership. 
 



I am pleased to see Simon Power has Cut the 
Crap and we are holding a referendum. 
 
The one positive aspect of MMP has been the 
increase in diversity of our MPs.  One hopes we 
can develop a voting system that enables 
effective government and diverse 
representation. 
 
Local Government 
 
One of the most ironic oxymoron’s created by 
government is the power of general competence 
granted to councils in the local government act 
of 2002.  It is an example of good intentions 
going horribly wrong. 
 
Simply put it means councils can spend 
ratepayers money on any “feel good” activity 
they like – and some very well organized 
“special interest groups” have become experts 
at manipulating councilors via the media. 
 
A little bit of money for this group and a little bit 
of money for this project soon adds up. 
 
All this spending while the cash cost of years of 
neglect in the basic fundamentals of local 



government – sewerage disposal, roads and 
other infrastructure is also being paid for by 
today’s ratepayers. 
 
No wonder we are facing massive rate increases 
for the next 10 years. 
 
The solution is simple – Cut the Crap. 
 
1. Central Government must clearly define the 

roles and responsibilities of local government.  
These then become the only activities the 
council can spend ratepayers’ money on.  Any 
other “pet projects” and “feel good” activities 
require a referendum. 

 
2. Ensure local government is provided with 

defined debt/cash operating ratios and/or 
project funding models. This would ensure 
infrastructure spending is spread over its full 
life – so current ratepayers and future 
ratepayers pay their fair share. 

 
 



Welfare 
 
All New Zealanders believe in helping each 
other – it is part of what makes our nation great. 
 
We believe in taking care of our families and we 
believe in taking care of those that cannot take 
care of themselves. 
 
We also recognize that welfare is not a policy 
area that can be treated in isolation from issues 
such as Health, Education, Housing and Law 
and Order.  Children who are hungry do not 
learn substandard housing impacts on health 
etc. 
 
We need an integrated set of solutions/policies 
that address the real needs and problems while 
ensuring we do not remove self respect and 
personal responsibility. 
 
The question – have we allowed our 
compassion for people and political correctness 
get in the way of implementing policies that 
work? 
 
My contention is that we have.  I came across 
the story below that I think illustrates our current 



policy approach.  I don’t know who wrote it so 
am unable to attribute credit.  Please do contact 
me. 
 
NEW ZEALAND SOCIETY: 
 
The squirrel works hard in the withering heat all 
summer long, building his house and laying up 
supplies for the winter. The grasshopper thinks 
he's a fool, and laughs and dances and plays 
the summer away. Come winter, the squirrel is 
warm and well fed. 
 
A social worker finds the shivering grasshopper, 
calls a press conference and demands to know 
why the squirrel should be allowed to be warm 
and well fed while others less fortunate, like the 
grasshopper, are cold and starving. TV Three 
shows up to provide live coverage of the 
shivering grasshopper; with cuts to a video of 
the squirrel in his comfortable warm home with a 
table laden with food. 
 
The New Zealand media inform people that they 
should be ashamed that in a country of such 
wealth, this poor grasshopper is allowed to 
suffer so while others have plenty. Greenpeace, 
Animal Rights and The Grasshopper Council of 



NZ demonstrate in front of the squirrel's house. 
TV One, interrupting a cultural festival special 
from Wellington with breaking news, broadcasts 
a multi cultural choir singing "We Shall 
Overcome".  
 
Phil Goff rants in an interview with Paul Holmes 
that the squirrel has got rich off the backs of 
grasshoppers, and calls for an immediate tax 
hike on the squirrel to make him pay his "fair 
share". 
 
In response to pressure from the media, the 
Government drafts the Economic Equity and 
Grasshopper Anti Discrimination Act, 
retrospective to the beginning of the summer. 
The squirrel' s taxes are reassessed. He is taken 
to court and fined for failing to hire grasshoppers 
as builders for the work he was doing on his 
home and an additional fine for contempt when 
he told the court the grasshopper did not want to 
work. 
 
The grasshopper is provided with a state house, 
financial aid to furnish it and an account with a 
local taxi firm to ensure he can be socially 
mobile. 
 



The squirrel’s food is seized and re distributed to 
the more needy members of society, in this case 
the grasshopper. 
 
Without enough money to buy more food, to pay 
the fine and his newly imposed retrospective 
taxes, the squirrel has to downsize and start 
building a new home. The Auckland Council 
takes over his old home and utilises it as a 
temporary home for asylum seeking cats that 
had arrived illegally on a boat as they had to 
share their country of origin with mice. On arrival 
they have tried to blow up the viaduct because 
of New Zealand's apparent love of dogs. 
 
The cats had been arrested as illegal over 
stayers and for attempted bombing but were 
immediately released because the police fed 
them pilchards instead of salmon whilst in 
custody. Initial moves to then return them to 
their own country were abandoned because it 
was feared they would face death by the mice. 
The cats devise and start a scam to obtain 
money from peoples credit cards. 
 
A Campbell Live special shows the grasshopper 
finishing up the last of the squirrel's food, though 
Spring is still months away, while the state 



subsidized house he is in, crumbles around him 
because he hasn't bothered to maintain the 
house. He is shown to be taking drugs. 
Inadequate government funding is blamed for 
the grasshoppers drug 'illness'. 
 
The cats seek recompense in the courts for their 
treatment since arrival in New Zealand. 
 
The grasshopper gets arrested for stabbing an 
old dog during a Burglary to get money for his 
"P" habit. He is imprisoned but released 
immediately because he has been in custody for 
a few weeks. He is placed in the care of the 
probation service to monitor and supervise him. 
Within a few weeks he has killed a guinea pig in 
a botched robbery. 
 
A commission of enquiry, that will eventually 
cost $10,000,000 and state the obvious, is set 
up. 
 
Additional money is put into funding a drug 
rehabilitation scheme for grasshoppers and legal 
aid for lawyers representing asylum seekers is 
increased. The asylum seeking cats are praised 
by the government for enriching New Zealand's 



multicultural diversity and dogs are criticized by 
the government for failing to befriend the cats. 
 
The grasshopper dies of a drug overdose. The 
usual sections of the press blame it on the 
obvious failure of government to address the 
root causes of despair arising from social 
inequity and his traumatic experience of prison. 
They call for the resignation of a minister. The 
cats are paid a million dollars each because 
their rights were infringed when the government 
failed to inform them there were mice in New 
Zealand. 
 
The squirrel, the dogs and the victims of the 
hijacking, the bombing, the burglaries and 
robberies have to pay an additional percentage 
on their credit cards to cover losses, their taxes 
are increased to pay for law and order and they 
are told that they will have to work beyond 65 
because of a shortfall in government funds. 
 
 
THE END 
 
Postscript: In addition the squirrel decides 
enough is enough and sells up everything he 
owns and pisses off to Australia! 



Welfare that works 
 
Compassion means providing people with 
assistance when they need it then helping them 
transition back to self reliance.  It means we 
have a strong support system that looks after 
those that are unable to look after themselves. 
 
• We must not simply pay benefits and forget 

people.  We must assist people facing barriers 
to self-reliance overcome those barriers. 

 
• We must provide for those that cannot at a 

level that is generous enough for them to lead 
normal lives. 

 
• Change policies that mean you are worse off 

working than you are on a benefit. 
 
• Provide tax credits for low income families. 
 
• Don’t make beneficiaries out of families that 

can look after themselves.  Simply let them 
keep more of what they earn.  This creates 
positive incentives.  If you work hard and earn 
more you get to keep it for you and your 
family. 



Regulatory Reform 
 
Immediately below is another story I was told – 
again I do not know the author but it makes a 
good point. 
 
In the year 2007, the Lord came unto Noah, who 
was now living in Auckland, New Zealand, as an 
illegal immigrant and said, "Once again, the 
earth has become wicked and over-populated 
and I see the end of all flesh before me. 
 
"Build another Ark and save two of every living 
thing along with a few good humans." 
 
He gave Noah the blueprints, saying, "You have 
six months to build the Ark before I will start the 
unending rain for 40 days and 40 nights". 
 
Noah was dubious about the project, because 
unending rain for 40 days and 40 nights is 
normal in Auckland, but he knew he must bow to 
the will of the Lord. 
 
Six months later, the Lord looked down and saw 
Noah weeping in his revered quarter acre 
section....but no ark. "Noah", He roared, "I'm 
about to start the rain! Where is the Ark?" 



 
"Forgive me, Lord," begged Noah. "But things 
have changed. 
 
I needed a building consent from the council. 
I've been arguing with the Fire Service about the 
need for a sprinkler system. My neighbours 
claim that I've violated the zoning laws by 
building the Ark on my property and exceeding 
the height limitations. We then had to go to 
Arbitration for a decision. 
 
Then the electricity companies demanded a 
bond be posted for the future costs of moving 
power lines and other overhead obstructions, to 
clear the passage for the Ark's move to the sea. 
I argued that the sea would be coming to us, but 
they would hear nothing of it. 
 
Getting the wood was another problem. The 
Greens have placed a ban on cutting local 
timber in order to save the Kiwi. I tried to 
convince the environmentalists that I needed the 
wood to save the birds. But no go! 
 
When I started gathering the animals, I got sued 
by an animal rights group. They insisted that I 
was confining wild animals against their will. As 



well, they argued the accommodation was too 
restrictive and it was cruel and inhumane to put 
so many animals in a confined space. 
 
Then the Environmental Court ruled that I 
couldn't build the Ark until they'd conducted an 
environmental impact study on your proposed 
flood. 
 
I'm still trying to resolve a complaint with the 
Human Rights Commission on how many 
currently unemployed longer than 6 months I'm 
supposed to hire for my building crew and the 
requirement for separate female toilets in case I 
hire a woman.  
 
Also, the trade unions say I can't use my sons. 
They insist I have to hire only Union workers 
with Ark building experience, and they expect a 
day in leiu if we work weekends or public 
holidays plus extra holiday pay and rain 
allowances. 
 
OSH has decreed each employee must be 
equipped with a life jacket and a personal life 
raft even though we are building on the 
mountain. When I pointed this out, they made 
me provide ice axes and climbing boots for 



each employee and their families, and 
harnesses because I was working over 3 
metres in height.  
To make matters worse, the Inland Revenue 
seized all my assets, claiming I'm trying to leave 
the country illegally with endangered species. 
 
At first both Labour and National were in favour 
of my project because it created building jobs on 
our mountain. Then they were shocked by an 
opinion poll which revealed that 99% of all New 
Zealanders opposed a devastating flood, and 
after an emergency meeting, Phil Goff and John 
Key called a joint press conference and 
announced that they had never favoured floods 
as a means of solving problems and that they 
were totally opposed to the project (unless future 
opinion polls revealed popular support for the 
Ark). They said "God should sit down and talk 
sensibly about the issues". 
 
So, forgive me, Lord, but it would take at least 
ten years for me to finish this Ark." 
 
Suddenly the skies cleared, the sun began to 
shine, and a rainbow stretched across the sky. 
Noah looked up in wonder and asked, "You 
mean, You're not going to destroy the world?" 



 
"No," said the Lord. "New Zealand politicians 
beat me to it." 
 
 
 
Law and Order 
 
Violent crime increased by 4.4 per cent in the 
year to June 07, while offences against property 
rose by 8.4 per cent, according to police 
statistics released on October 1st 2007. 
 
Immediately Government Ministers, police and 
welfare agencies went into crap mode.  
Apparently crime is not increasing – it is just 
people are reporting it more. 
 
This is a nice idea and might even be partially 
true but cut the crap - we are living with record 
crime levels.  We must fix the underlying causes 
of crime and we must catch and punish those 
committing crime. 
 
•  Develop an integrated set of policies that 

addresses the causes of crime, rehabilitates 
those that can be, delivers appropriate 
punishment and protects the public.  


